


Much Ado About Nothing





THE GENRE OF COMEDY:
CLASSICAL PERIOD

Laughter, tears and the four humors.

Laughter is associated with the vulgar

Comedy is derived from the Greek 
komai (villages) and oide (song).

The oldest form included an open 
attack on the conduct of members in 
the audience.



THE GENRE OF COMEDY:
CLASSICAL PERIOD

New Comedy was concerned with 
middle-class living, where danger was 
minimal and where all ends happily.

Comedies, unlike tragedies, show the 
kind of life people seek and the stories 
are usually fictitious.



THE GENRE OF COMEDY:
CLASSICAL PERIOD

Four classes of phenomena which evoke 
laughter: when we get what we’ve wanted, 
when a person is made to say or do 
something he normally would not say or do 
unless deceived, wickedness of the soul and 
physical deformities and everything related 
to carnal pleasures.





Shakespearean Comedy

“Jack shall have Jill;/ Nought shall go ill:/ The 
man shall have his mare again, and all shall 
be well.” - A Midsummer Night’s Dream 
(3.2.461-463)

Shakespeare’s comedies are all about love 
and courtship.





Shakespearean Comedy

Shakespeare empowers the heroine in his 
comedies.

Villains are mere plot mechanisms. 



Shakespearean Comedy

Two forces set Shakespearean comedy in 
motion:

a) conflict between law and justice: an abuse 
of power or law

b) the arrival of visitors or strangers



Shakespearean Comedy

Shakespeare expanded the New Comedy by:

taking liberties with the 3 Unities (one place, 
one time, plot)

giving his characters the ability to observe 
themselves passing into a new phase (an 
“inner” life)



Shakespearean Comedy

Shakespeare showed the romantic aspect of 
marriage by depicting courtship as a chaotic, 
rite-of-transition from which comes the form 
and meaning of marriage.



Shakespearean Comedy

Courtship narratives explore the chaotic 
nature of human sexuality and the laws that 
set out to govern it.

Underneath the boy-meets-girl story lies the 
critical relation between love and the law.

The usual courtship scenes involve misrule 
and revelry where rules are put on hold.

Observe patterns, symmetries, pairings, 
parallels and juxtapositions.



Shakespearean Comedy

The couple is the basic building block of 
society and their marriage not only celebrates 
their union but their absorption into society. 
Ultimately the individual is subordinate to 
the group.



Shakespearean Comedy

In tragedy, human ignorance usually destroys 
man’s best-laid plans.

In comedy, human ingenuity is celebrated.



Shakespearean Comedy

Shakespeare’s language in comedy employs 
the art of rhetoric (use of figures of speech)

Rhetorical figures have been divided into 
schemes (such as alliteration), which 
manipulate word and sentence patterns. and 
tropes (such as metaphors) which effect 
changes from the usual signification of 
words.



Shakespearean Comedy

Alliteration - ““The preyful Princess pierced 
and pricked a pretty pleasing pricket”

Homoioteleuten (stylized endings) - “Most 
barbarous intimation! Yet a kind of 
insinuation, as it were, in via, in way, of 
explication”

 Ploce (repetition at frequent intervals) - 
“Light seeking light doth light of light be- 
guile”



Shakespearean Comedy

Isocolon (repeated phrases of equal length 
and corresponding structure) - “pleasant 
without scurrility, witty without affection”

Antimetabole (repetition of words in reverse 
order - “They have pitched a toil; I am toiling 
in a pitch” 

(all cited lines from Love’s Labour’s Lost)

The habit of word repetition and inversion 
form puns.



Shakespearean Comedy

Atanaclasis refers to a word repeated in 
shifting senses: “Light seeking light doth 
light of light be-guile”

Paronomasia refers to shifting between words 
similar in sound such as “shooter” and 
“suitor”. 

Ex: Boyet asks “Who is the shooter? Who is 
the shooter?” and Rosaline answers “Why, 
she that bears the bow.”



Shakespearean Comedy

Syllepsis draws out two meanings with one 
use of a word, as where Berowne activates 
both the rhetorical term “style” and the like-
sounding climbing “stile” in his mocking dig 
at Armado’s high language: “Well, sir, be it as 
the style shall give us cause to climb in the 
merriness.”



Shakespearean Comedy

The most versatile pun for the dramatist, 
since it facilitates the dialogic interplay 
among the characters, is asteismus, where the 
play on words is between speakers, with the 
answerer returning an unlooked-for second 
meaning: “All hail, sweet madam, and fair 
time of day,” the King of Navarre greets the 
Princess of France, who answers him back as 
if he had made a weather report, “ ‘Fair’ in 
‘all hail’ is foul, as I conceive”



Shakespearean Comedy

All of Shakespeare’s comedies exploit 
schemes of repetition and wordplay as well 
as the verbal devices conducive to copious 
speech, or elegant variation.



Shakespearean Comedy

The estranging frames of Shakespeare’s comic art 
provide perspective on many different kinds of 
language activity – from Petrarchan love sonnets 
through displays of rhetorical figures to everyday 
social speech acts and conversational rules – and they 
achieve a wide range of effects, from bemused 
wonderment through metalinguistic attention and 
deconstructive critique to explicit parody and 
hilarious send-up.



Much Ado About Nothing

While other Shakespeare comedies such as  
A Midsummer Night’s Dream and As You Like 
It, there are no ethereal elements in Much 
Ado About Nothing.



Much Ado About Nothing

Two interlocking plots, involving two couples 
- the sparring Benedick and Beatrice and the 
naive Claudio and Hero





Tragedy

The Greek concept: tragedy should excite pity and fear  
(catharsis)

Hegel: conflict is a major theme in Shakespearean 
tragedies (with an emphasis on the conflict within the 
tragic hero himself)

Shakespeare’s tragedies have been described as “a 
disturbing conjunction of the lofty and the comic–
grotesque”, capturing ‘the eternal contradiction 
between man’s weakness and his courage, his stupidity 
and his magnificence, his frailty and his strength’

 





Tragedy

Shakespeare model for tragedy were not from the 
Greek Sophocles or even Euripedes but from the 
Roman Seneca

Seneca’s tragedies are characterized by a 
preoccupation with horrific crimes and the tyrannical 
abuse of power.

His protagonists are driven to murder by inordinate 
passions such as vengeful rage, lust, and sexual 
jealousy; most of them, too, unlike most of 
Shakespeare’s heroes, are conscious wrongdoers.



Tragedy

But they are driven by passions which seem humanly 
uncontrollable (ghosts, Furies, and meddlesome 
divinities spur them on) and are often cursed by the 
consequences of evils rooted in the past; thus despite 
their energies and their wilfulness they seem more the 
victims than the responsible agents of their fate.

Seneca’s tragic heroes and heroines see their crimes 
as defiant expressions of self and unfold this 
impassioned selfhood in long and rhetorically 
elaborate monologues and soliloquies.



Tragedy

Shakespeare departed strikingly from classical 
practice and Elizabethan theory by his inclusion of 
comic elements and plebeian characters.

Comedy is woven into the fabric of the drama, too, 
being psychologically consistent with the satiric, 
mocking, or deranged aspects of the tragic and 
villainous characters, and functioning always as 
thematic variation and ironic counterpoint in relation 
to the tragic narrative. It may even (as in King Lear) 
intensify the effect of heroic suffering.



Shakespearean 
Language





Tragedy

Usually the tragic hero regains poetic authority and 
power just before the end, before death. Even King 
Lear, perhaps the most reduced and damaged of the 
tragic protagonists, attains a degree of eloquence and 
authority in the speech to Cordelia about their living 
‘like birds in the cage’ (5.3.8–19). Then in his final 
moments he unleashes another kind of affective power 
in the wrenching pleas over her lifeless body.



Tragedy

Just as his heroes are magnified by the presence of 
foils and opposites – Hamlet and both Horatio and 
Polonius, Macbeth and Banquo, Lear and Kent or the 
Fool – so the hero’s speech stands out by virtue of its 
difference from the languages spoken around him. 
The poet has selected verbal elements that connote 
distinction and rarity: such splendid diction is to 
common speech as the hero is to common people.



Tragedy

For all their command of a brilliant vocabulary, these 
characters may, especially at moments of extreme 
passion, express themselves with simplicity. A striking 
form of this tactic is the unlooked-for series of 
powerful monosyllables:

Lear Why should a dog, a horse, a rat, have life/ And 
thou no breath at all?

These simple nouns and verbs are powerful, to be 
sure, but subtle poetic forces are at work to complicate 
their plainness: the repeated article in Lear’s question 
separates and emphasizes the iambs



Tragedy

In Shakespearean tragedy, revenge often seems merely 
a rationalization by an already malign spirit, such as 
Aaron in Titus, Iago in Othello, or Cornwall in King 
Lear. These villains – who are generally at least 
superficially ambitious – set out to punish what we are 
asked to see as goodness; sometimes they do so 
precisely because they too see it as goodness, as an 
innocence they cannot match, and can therefore only 
destroy.



Tragedy

An important sub-category of revenge tragedy is the 
malcontent plot, clearly shaping Shakespeare’s high-
tragic villains Iago and Edmund – in which someone 
unappreciated by the royal court, someone with 
frustrated ambitions, decides to show the world his 
abilities in a destructive mode instead. Hamlet 
arguably flirts with this role; Macbeth plays it; Don 
John in Much Ado About Nothing is a minimalist 
caricature of it.



Tragedy

As in Shakespeare’s great cluster of tragedies of

1605–8 – King Lear, Macbeth, Coriolanus, and Antony 
and Cleopatra – what looks like a tragedy about a 
particular political crime at a particular historical 
moment proves to be also a tragedy about the painful 
contradictions of ordinary human life, full of high 
aspirations, but subservient to nature, and limited by 
mortality.


